Laser sources with wavelengths around 2pm are of interest for medical, commercial, and remote sensing applications. Typically, high average powers coupled with good beam quality are desirable for these applications. Diode-pumped planar waveguides are an attractive solution for efficient and compact lasers, with excellent thermal properties and good prospects for power scaling due to their slab geometry [l].
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Summary
Laser sources with wavelengths around 2pm are of interest for medical, commercial, and remote sensing applications. Typically, high average powers coupled with good beam quality are desirable for these applications. Diode-pumped planar waveguides are an attractive solution for efficient and compact lasers, with excellent thermal properties and good prospects for power scaling due to their slab geometry [l] .
Here, we present results for a planar direct-bonded double-clad waveguide comprised of a Tm:YAG core, un-doped YAG inner-cladding, and sapphire outer-cladding layers. The YAGkapphire numerical aperture is sufficient to capture most of the highly divergent radiation of a laser diode, thus allowing a side-pumped arrangement with two proximitycoupled &=785nm, 20W diode bars, as shown in figure 1. This simple and efficient pumping scheme, combined with the thin waveguide dimension, leads to a high pumping intensity, as required for efficient operation of quasi-three-level laser systems. Additionally, pumping from both sides, with the width of the waveguide approximately one absorption length, produces a relatively uniform gain distribution. Dielectric mirrors were coated directly onto the end faces of the waveguide structure, forming a plane-plane resonator with 10% output coupling. With 44W of pump power we obtained an output of 15W at 2.02pm, corresponding to an optical to opticalefficiency of 34% and a slope efficiency of 44%, with respect to incident power, as illustrated in figure 2. Such a high slope efficiency is possible due to cross relaxation energy exchange processes between neighbouring Tm3' ions, leading to a quantum yield of = 2. The laser output was diffraction-limited in the guided axis due to gain selection of the fundamental mode from the multimode double-clad structure [ 11. However, the 5mm-wide gain region in the unguided plane led to highly multimode output in this axis.
A plane-wave energy model based on the approach proposed by Beach [2] , accounting for ground state depletion, gain saturation, cross relaxation, and up-conversion processes, is found to be in excellent agreement with measured results. Two main variables were used to fit the experimental data; they were the waveguide propagation loss and the upconversion rate coefficient. The propagation loss was determined to be O.OSdBcm-', this is lower than that reported for similar Nd, and Yb doped structures operating at lpm (<0.2dBcm'') [3] , and comparable to the loss for bulk Nd:YAG (0.03dBcm-I) [4] , also at 1 pm. Secondly, the up-conversion rate coefficient was found to be k~c=3.6x10~24m3s-1, well matched to previously reported values [5, 61. Another benefit of this modelling is that it allows mapping of the de-excitation channels for the absorbed power. This analysis verifies that up-conversion power loss is a limiting factor for laser performance when decreasing the output coupling reflectance.
A 1D temperature profile across the waveguide structure was calculated to determine the heat loading attributed to non-radiative de-excitation of the population inversion. Here, the slab-like thermal properties of the planar waveguide are shown to be beneficial, for example the calculated thermal induced surface stress is three orders of magnitude smaller than the associated fracture limit. The implications of this modelling, both thermal and lasing, are discussed in relation to power scaling to the IOOW level, as are methods for controlling the spatial quality of in the non-guided axis, with the goal of achieving diffraction limited, high power, compact waveguide laser sources.
